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HISTORY

In 2018, The Education Alliance convened a working
group comprised of 16 key business and education
leaders from across the state to guide the
development of the West Virginia Graduate Profile. The
working group reviewed hiring and promotion criteria
used by West Virginia businesses as well as
tools/metrics used for assessing those criteria. The
result was a clear, concise vision document that
outlines the knowledge, skills, and characteristics that
high school students need after graduation which we
called the WV Ready Graduate Profile.
In 2019, we translated that vision into action and
launched the innovative high school Summer Internship
Program. The program recruited a diverse cohort of
rural, low SES, male and female students to provide
paid internships with transformational mentoring/workbased learning opportunities in the state’s top
industries of health care, manufacturing, and energy.
In 2020, due to the pandemic, the program transitioned
to a virtual, 4-week summer internship experience in
which high school students received weekly training
modules, business mentoring, and completed a
capstone project using a digital Learning Management
System (LMS). By adding the virtual component, more
high-need students (previously unable to participate
due to rurality or lack of transportation) gained access.
Finally, in Spring of 2021,the Education Alliance
integrated the program within the school day through
a Virtual Work-based Learning Internship course that
provided high school credit. The program has grown
from 3 businesses to 13, and from 10 students to
more than 100, all in the midst of a global pandemic.
The ultimate aim is to expand access to career
readiness opportunities to all West Virginia students
through a robust talent pipeline in which businesses
and schools collaborate to develop WV Ready
Graduates.
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PROGRAM
COMPONENTS

The Ready Internship consists of two
primary components: Weekly Job
Shadowing Training Modules, and
Capstone Projects supported by
mentoring Together, these components
create the entire student experience
and ensures that they gain not only a
passing familiarity with each business,
but a deeper understanding of the
business they most prefer.

Job Shadowing Training Module

The Job Shadow Training Modules are designed to allow
students to explore different careers and industries
across the state. The modules are facilitated by a new
business every week, and are comprised of a general
overview and a "virtual tour" of the business and a
correlating WV Ready Graduate skill or characteristic in
which their business specializes.
Capstone Projects and Mentoring

The Capstone Project and Mentoring are designed to give
students deeper career readiness experiences. Schools
are matched with one business for the duration of the
course. The business assigns the students a problem or
challenge within their business, and students will work in
teams to find a solution. The business also facilitates
weekly mentoring calls to provide students with career
mentoring and troubleshoot any problems with their
capstone projects.

Job Shadowing
Training Modules

Capstone Projects
and Mentoring
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BEST PRACTICE:
STANDARDS

The Virtual Work-based Learning Internship Course was developed in collaboration with the teachers and
district leaders in the pilot schools. Below is a outline of the various milestones that The Education Alliance and
its partners followed during the pilot.
Standards adopted by the Board of Education: In order for the Work-based Learning Internships course
to be offered during the pilot, the county boards of education adopted standards to guide the course.
Educators based their curriculum and the syllabi on the standards adopted by the board. See Sample.
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SAMPLE STANDARDS

Virtual Work-Based Learning Internship
Grade Level 11-12
Credit: .50
Course Description:
Virtual Work-Based Learning Internship course will provide students the opportunity to participate in
an experiential learning experience with a company such as Toyota, Dow, Appalachian Power, American
Water Company, and Cabell Huntington Hospital. Students in their classroom learning environment
will engage through a virtual platform with an industry mentor focused on supporting the growth and
development of students as they learn about a particular industry and workplace through weekly
virtual meetings. This experience will extend and deepen the classroom experience and support the
development of post-secondary and career readiness knowledge and skills.

Virtual Internship Student Engagement and Activities
Virtual Learning Student Engagement: This virtual experience will be through training modules
provided by industry partners and will incorporate industry engagement through virtual activities
such as tours of the different departments within the company, career awareness opportunities,
projects, and mentoring to achieve learning standards at professional-level expectations
Classroom Learning Student Engagement: students will learn through targeted industry
involvement that will take the form of industry-driven project-based learning as well as virtual
mentoring and training and complete a three-week capstone project
Content Skill Sets
Standard 1: Career Awareness
1.01 Use a variety of resources to explore career options in relation to personal abilities, skills,
interest, values, and the current job market
1.02 Plan and navigate education and career paths aligned with personal goals
1.03 Evaluate roles, responsibilities, and credentialed requirements for progressions of career
levels from entry to advanced positions
1.04 Develop a career plan
1.05 Practice professionalism in punctuality, appropriate dress, and attendance
1.06 Prepare a resume and cover letter
Standard 2: Capstone Problem Solving and Critical Thinking
2.01 Define, analyze, and follow steps to solve a problem
2.02 Research reliable information relevant to the problem
2.03 Investigate alternatives based on reasoned criteria – determine alternative solution to a
problem
2.04 Identify appropriate solutions
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Standard 3: Workplace teams: enhance work outcomes through leadership, management, and
teamwork
3.01 Participate in group or team discussions
3.02 Cooperate in a pleasant manner with industry mentor and team members
3.03 Explain the importance of teamwork to the overall operation of the business
3.04 Perform work tasks efficiently in a team environment
3.05 Utilize and prioritize with time management techniques
Standard 4: Project Based Learning - Capstone
4.01 Work as a team to complete a three-week capstone
4.02 Utilize a reflection journal to enhance experience
Standard 5: 21st Century Learning Skills
5.01 Demonstrate creativity and innovation
5.02 Demonstrate critical thinking and problem solving
5.03 Communicate verbally and in writing clearly and effectively
5.04 Collaborate and work productively as a team member
5.05 Use technology effectively and appropriately
Standard 6: Personal and Social Skills
5.01 Demonstrate initiative and self-direction
5.02 Demonstrate professionalism and ethical behavior
5.03 Demonstrate productivity and accountability
Standard 7: Communication
7.01 Develop and deliver capstone presentation using appropriate technologies (tables, charts, and
visual graphs)
7.02 Apply strategies to enhance effectiveness of all types of communication in the workplace
7.03 Apply communication skills in written format
7.04 Write notes and emails to team members and a follow up thank you card to mentor
Standard 8: Identify Employability Skills
8.01 Guided discovery of soft skills related to success in the workplace
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BEST PRACTICE:
TEACHING & LEARNING

Teacher Collaboration: As schools signed on to
pilot the program, The Education Alliance partnered
with participating teachers to develop a
professional learning community approach to help
guide the program. Teachers met weekly with
Alliance team to develop the framework for the
course, establish expectations, share strategies,
and provide feedback for progress monitoring. As
part of the resource development, teachers were
enrolled in a Learning Management System (LMS)
that housed all training modules and digital
resources for the course.
Student Recruitment: During the pilot launch,
teachers, counselors, and administrators worked
collaboratively to cultivate student interest in the
new Work-based Learning Internship Course. In
order to market the class and its benefits to
students in participating schools, The Education
Alliance worked to provide "student-friendly"
marketing materials. Teachers and counselors used
inclusive and equitable recruitment strategies to
ensure access to a diverse cohort of students.

.

As part of the recruitment process, The Alliance
ensured students and families received appropriate
information regarding course expectations and the
digital learning environment. This included providing
media permission forms in order to participate so
that recordings and screenshots of the Job
Shadowing Modules could be used beyond the
individual participating classes and for program
marketing in future years.

1 0
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BEST PRACTICE:
INTERN EXPECTATIONS

Establishing Course Norms
Educators worked collaboratively with students to establish clear expectations and norms for participation.
Given the challenges of a virtual learning environment, the following practices were deemed essential:
Attend on-time
Ensure students turn on their cameras as much as possible
Actively engage through Q&A, chat, and breakout discussions
Show mutual respect for business leaders and other interns,
Customize your Norms - In addition to the sample Norms above, each class is encouraged to involve students
in developing their own course norms cooperatively. This is an excellent opportunity to use the Teamwork and
Collaboration WV Ready skills to reflect the culture of your class. See Sample.
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SAMPLE CLASS NORMS

Attend all meetings unless emergency circumstances arise but give proper notice of absence.
Follow ALL Business rules and procedures (***use extra caution during onsite visits) *
Arrive early to assure you are on time. Have the camera turned on during Zoom meetings. Create a
schedule around the internship and keep it. Achieve success by being prepared. Stay organized
and manage your time wisely.
Be dressed appropriately - business casual *
Always pay attention. Be engaged and participate in discussions. Share my knowledge whenever
appropriate.
Respect others' opinions. Show exceptional respect to those in high power. Be kind to all interns
and staff. **
Be a good communicator. Talking is important to solving problems and getting work done. Listen to
everyone’s opinions. Ask questions when confused. Don’t be afraid to ask questions - the only bad
question is the one that isn’t asked.
Use visuals a lot since we are virtual.
Be coachable/trainable. Learn new things each day. Meet and work with new people. Be open to all
ideas, even those you feel are “outside the box.”
Collaboration of ideas is necessary to achieve the best results. Teamwork!
Always do your best work. Complete all tasks each day.
Attitude determines altitude. *
Overall positivity while working. Positive attitudes and work mindsets help greatly when being
productive.
Show confidence in yourself and your work (it’s contagious).
Trust is key to being successful.
Form relationships with the people you work with, don’t just show up.
Be self aware
If you fail don’t give up, instead try it again with new modifications.
Note - Failure to follow the Code of Conduct may result in unsuccessful internship and forfeiting
benefits
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BEST PRACTICE:
BUSINESS MATCHING

The Education Alliance recruited, coached, and supported HR professionals at businesses across West Virginia
to develop instructional models in graduate profile attributes that were piloted in participating high schools.
The work-based learning curriculum was co-developed by HR executives and facilitated by teachers to
cultivate the WV Ready Graduate knowledge, skills, and characteristics necessary in today's fast paced world.
Based on their interest and capacity, businesses participated in one of two levels:
Partial participation - business facilitated one virtual training module (1 hour) via Zoom which was
recorded and later edited into four 15 minute segment. Each training module was comprised of a
"virtual tour" of their business (first 30 minutes) and training in a correlating WV Ready Graduate skill or
characteristic (second 30 minutes) in which their business specializes in the following order:
Full Participation -In addition, to the weekly Job Shadow Training Modules, full-participation businesses
were matched with one school for the entire semester. That business partner assigned a capstone
project to the class and conducted weekly mentoring calls with the matched teacher/students to help
guide the project.

JOB SHADOW
TRAINING
MODULE
SECTIONS
Format

Best Practices
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JOB SHADOW TRAINING
MODULE FORMAT

The Job Shadowing Training Module provides the students
with a broad view of career pathways from the lens of
businesses that were both geographically and industrially
diverse. In addition, each business' module includes training
on one of the WV Ready Skills so students can see the real
world, practical application of the skills. Finally, all students
regardless of their school's location, reap the benefits of
participating in the same weekly Virtual Job Shadowing
modules.
Each Job Shadowing Training Module takes the following
general format:
Company Overview: The business introduces
themselves and answers general questions such as
“where are you located, what do you do, and how many
team members do you employ?”
Employee Benefits: The business provides examples of
types of benefits that the average employee receives,
such as annual salaries, insurance, paid leave, and how
the company culture might benefit them.
Types of Jobs: The business introduces a range of
different careers within the business and/or talks about
the different education requirements of jobs offer.
WV Ready Skill Teaching: The Business introduces the
WV Ready Skill they’ve selected and shows students how
it is applied in their company.
WV Ready Skill Activity and Application: The Students
are actively involved and engaged in discussion activites
that highlight the business’ values and expertise.
The Job Shadowing Training Modules provide a shorter
interaction period with a broad array of industries in order to
students’ career awareness. Similar to "job shadowing" the
modules are not intended to provide a comprehensive
introduction to the businesses in the one hour modules.
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BEST PRACTICE

Teachers can help students prepare in advance - Each week a different business will provide the
Job Shadow Training module. There will be time for Q&A, so helping students prepare questions and
comments beforehand will enable them take full advantage of the Job Shadowing Module.
Businesses can divide the Job Shadowing module into short (15 minute) segments - Ideally
both topics are covered during the job shadowing module: The first topic is learning about the
business, and the second topic is training on the WV Ready Skill . Student engagement is incredibly
important, so by splitting the two topics into four 15 minute segments, both topics can be
addressed by the business, while still providing a significant amount for student engagement
through questions, activities, and discussion.
Teachers can use reflection activities with each job shadowing module to help students digest
information - This could be as simple as completing an unfinished discussion question from the
module the next day or having students reflect on the module and present their learnings to the
class. In either case, it is important to set time to dive deeper into the Job shadowing module after
the initial viewing.
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SAMPLE MODULE REFLECTION
The first part of this presentation provided an overview of a West Virginia business:

What are some of the highlight that the business discussed (i.e. states served, number of
employees, location of their headquarters)?
Why does this business think they are great place to work?
What are education requirements to work at this business?
What are some of the specific career opportunities within this business? What degrees or
certificates are required? Where could they obtain this living in this area?
What is one piece of information that stuck out to you?
This second part of this presentation focused on a WV Ready Graduate Component.

What was the WV Ready Graduate component discussed? How does it relate to your life right now?
Share a personal reflection on your reaction to the activity and the outcome.
Why is this WV Ready Graduate component so important to the business?
Overall Impression

What intrigued you about this presentation?

WV Ready Graduate
WORLD

CLASS

KNOWLEDGE

Reading & Math
Essential knowledge of the
arts, social studies, STEM &
world languages
Career Awareness
Financial literacy

COLLEGE

&

CAREER

SKILLS

Verbal & non-verbal
communication
Teamwork & collaboration
Innovative problem solving &
creativity
Organization & self-direction
Career appropriate technical
& computer skills

LIFE

CHARACTERISTICS

Ready to learn, fail &
improve
Flexible & adaptable
Self-aware & confident
Inclusive & open-minded
Strong work ethic
perseverance & grit

CAPSTONE &
MENTORING
SECTIONS
Format

Best Practices
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CAPSTONE FORMAT

The Capstone Project and Mentoring component
provides students with an in-depth relationship with
their matched businesses, and the opportunity to do
actual work through a meaningful capstone project.
One Matched Business: Each school is matched
with one particular business for the duration of the
semester. During the Capstone and Mentoring
module students meet regularly with this business.
Mentoring for Deeper Relationship: Students will
achieve a deeper relationship with their business
through weekly Mentoring calls, One-on-one calls
between business representatives and the class
provides guidance on the Capstone project and can
be a teaching tool for deeper business
understanding.
Mentors assist in the completion of the Capstone,
but students are required to do the actual work. The
Capstone is a fully realized product of the students’
work with the business.
Capstone Final Project: This capstone project is a
REAL-WORLD problem assigned by the matched
business at the beginning of the course. Students
work in teams throughout the semester to solve
the capstone problem. .
Capstone practice and Presentation: At the end of
the semester students present their Capstone
presentations to their teacher and business mentor
in a practice session in which they receive feedback
using the Design Thinking Rubric*.
Finally, students will present their Capstone to both
the class and the businesses in a Final
Presentation. Many business leaders, Press, as well
as The Education Alliance representatives attend
the Final Presentations, where students can
showcase all they’ve learned in an authentic format.
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CAPSTONE JUDGING RUBRICS
Based on Design Thinking
https://dschool-old.stanford.edu/groups/k12/wiki/e04cb/hfli_rubric.html

1
Problem
Empathy

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Team

Storytelling

2

3

4

Little to no
Limited descriptions
Team expresses
description of how of team empathy with empathy with problem
the team understood a problem with few through descriptions
and related to
surprising insights or of human emotion,
(empathized) with
needs included
physical necessities,
the problem.
surprising insights
and/or needs

Rich descriptions of
how team related to
problem including a
variety of surprising
insights about the
problem and deep
needs.

The original
problem/challenge is
not re-framed.

In addition to #3, reframing is compelling
and the problem
contains novel or
unique needs.

The original
challenge is not
clearly re-framed.

Few ideas generated. Convergent thinking
results in limited
range of ideas and
concepts.

Little or no
prototyping
accomplished

The original
challenge is clearly
re-framed and the
team describes an
activity where they
helped address the
problem.

Divergent thinking
In addition to #3
results in a large,
there is an
diverse range of
overwhelming amount
ideas and concepts. of ideas ranging from
Selecting a few
very practical to very
ideas and concepts
difficult (if not
to move forward that
impossible) to
represent that
implement.
diversity of ideas.

Prototyping provides Prototyping provides
In addition to #3
partial solution for
a solution for
prototypes are
addressing the
addressing the
tested in a thorough,
problem. Little or no problem including a
engaging manner.
iteration.
record of the
iterations and
describing what was
learned from each
user test.
Teamwork nonTeam functions as a Team functions as a
In addition to #3
existent.
whole most of the
whole with all
members work to
time. Some members
members
encourage and teach
are more engaged
contributing.
each other.
than others.
Team is unable to tell Team can describe
Team’s story links
Team tells a
a story about their
their solution with
prototyping, and captivating/ engaging
solution.
some connection to empathy expressed
story that ties
the problem and/or for the problem, with
together the
empathy.
the solution.
prototyping and
empathy expressed
for the problem.
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BEST PRACTICES

Teachers can assign student teams for Capstone ASAP - Capstone projects are intended to be
completed in teams, not by individuals. The sooner teachers assign these teams, the sooner the
students can get to know each other and begin to work effectively. This also helps the businesses
in their plans in case they would need to expand their Capstone project plans.
Businesses assign Challenging topics for the Capstone - The Capstone projects assigned by
businesses are meant to emphasize design thinking, forcing students to create and design
innovative solutions to a particular problem within the host business. It is not intended to simply be
a book report or research project.
Teachers can Work with the Design Thinking Rubric - Teachers should be familiar with the Design
Thinking Rubric (See page 20 above), and be prepared to guide students in their understanding and
implementation of the rubric criteria. The capstone project presentation is not only about the
solution, but also why they arrived at the design they did, and the story behind it.
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Teachers can create project benchmarks throughout
the semester and set aside class time weekly for
students to work together - Between part-time jobs,
extracurricular activities and homework in other classes,
many students don’t have time outside of class to meet
in teams and work on the Capstone project effectively.
Additionally, especially in rural communities, students
may not have access to transport to and from a meeting
with the group after school hours. By setting aside class
time to work on the Capstone, teachers can ensure
students have adequate time and resources to produce
high quality projects.
Teachers can dedicate time for groups to practice
Capstone presentations and use design thinking
rubric to give feedback before their final
presentation - In addition to providing time during class
to work, it is also important to provide time for students
to practice presenting. Not only does this help to reduce
nervousness on the day of, when they will be presenting
to strangers, it allows teachers the opportunity to
assess the work done, and to provide feedback using the
Design Thinking Rubric.
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Thank You
to Our Partners!
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GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS

Career Readiness - the process of preparing students with the essential knowledge and skills they
need to find, acquire, maintain, and grow successfully within a job in today's complex world.
Intern - high school students (*not limited by GPA requirements)
Job Shadow -brief, one-time experiences designed to increase career awareness in a particular
industry
Internship - ongoing experience with one matched business designed to increase student’s career
readiness through mentoring and capstone projects
Capstone Project - a real-world project, assigned by the matched business, in which students work in
teams and use design-thinking to develop and present innovative solutions during a final presentation
Design Thinking - process for creative problem solving that encourages organizations to focus on the
people they're creating for, which leads to better products, services, and internal processes.
Mentoring - informal discussion and support provided at least one-time per week by the matched
business to a class of students. Topics may include: introductions to different employees within the
company, expanded “job-shadowing,” and providing support and resources to enable interns to
complete their capstone projects
LMS - a learning management system that houses the videos, resources, training materials available
to participating educators.
Partial Participating Business - businesses that facilitate a one-hour, one-time job shadowing
training module to increase interns’ career awareness of their respective industry
Full Participation Business - In addition, to the weekly Job Shadow Training Modules, fullparticipation businesses are matched with one school for the entire semester in order to assign a
capstone project and conducted weekly mentoring calls to help guide the project.

